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Source: AAM Edible Community Annual Audit upon request

we are the network.
Edible magazines are the voice of a movement.
We model an alternative to the industrial food system by telling the stories of those in our 
community — farmers, ranchers, food artisans, and others — who are doing things differently. The 
definitive resource guide for home cooks, culinary professionals, and passionate locavores, we 
celebrate our region with seasonal recipes and inspired stories, sharing advice and blazing a path 
towards more sustainable and healthy lifestyles.

SUBSCRIPTIONS (print + digital) $28/year

NEWS STAND PRICE $4.99

REQUESTED DISTRIBUTION Through partners

DISTRIBUTION POINTS 220+

EMAIL SUBSCRIBERS 4,500+

EMAIL OPEN RATE (average) 36.7%

SOCIAL MEDIA FANS & FOLLOWERS 8,900+
(facebook, twitter, instagram, pinterest)

Event Attendees 450+/year

EVERYTHING ELSE

QTR / YEAR

TOTAL AUDIENCE 62,500 / 248,000

RATE BASE 25,000

FREQUENCY 4X / Year

ESTABLISHED 2010

PRINT

AVERAGE MONTHLY PAGE VIEWS 8,000+

AVERAGE MONTHLY UNIQUE VISITORS 2000+

AVERAGE TIME SPENT 4 mins

DIGITAL EDITION MONTHLY VIEWS 1300+

DIGITAL
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Source: 2015, GfK, MRI Readership Survey. Competitive set: Bon Appetit, Cooking Light, EatingWell, Food & Wine, Food Network Magazine, and Martha Stewart Living. 
Median: The midpoint. Half of readers place below and half of readers place above the stated number.

the edible Audience 

COOKING & DINING  
Edible readers are adventurous home cooks who find inspiration in local 
chefs and restaurants. They are knowledgable and experiential consumers 
with a focus on local food.
3x more likely to try foods grown/produced locally
76% enjoy trying different types of food (index 236)
64% enjoy being creative in the kitchen (index 229)
Nearly 4x more likely to patronize “fine dining” restaurants

INFLUENTIAL 
Edible readers value our local focus and take action as a result.
60% discussed an article or referred someone to it
48% prepared one or more recipes from the pages
45% visited a store/location seen in the magazine
30% of readers like the advertising

TRAVEL 
From accommodation to food options, out-of-towners seek Edible 
magazines across the country to discover unique, local experiences.
96% say it’s important to find local food when traveling, and readers are 
6x more likely to stay at independent B&B’s when away from home

OUR READERS – HIGHLY ENGAGED

Male/Female 23  /  77%

Median Age 50

Median HHI $94,100

College Educated 87%

Employed (Full / Part Time) 80%

BEER, WINE & SPIRITS 
Edible readers appreciate fine artisan beverages and share with friends.
3x more likely to drink wine with dinner 
3x more likely to drink Bourbon/Scotch Whiskey 
2-4x more likely to drink white spirits: 
Vodka (index 243), Gin (index 405), Tequila (index 246)

Edible readers are employed in 
the following sectors:

20% Management
13% Business/Financial
11% Healthcare
10% Food/Beverage
08% Legal or Technology
38% Other

Index - Indices of user demographics and media preferences are used to indicate the direction and amount 
of difference from the average. The index of the average is, by definition, 100. Thus, an index of 112 reflects a 
12% above-average incidence when compared to the competitive set of magazines below.

Edible magazines are a trusted 
source. Our audience spends 
an average of 59 minutes with 
each issue and 72% of readers 
pass along copies, resulting in 2.7 
readers per copy.

Here’s how our readers compared to other publications focused on 
food in four major categories.
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Editorial content subject to change without notice. 

EDITORIAL HIGHLIGHTS & features
REVOLVING DEPARTMENTS

Notable Edibles
We profile people (chefs, artisans, farmers, entrepreneurs), places (farms, retailers, and 
restaurants focused on sourcing local ingredients), and food-related events across the  
Ohio Valley region.  

Notable Neighborhood
A walking tour of one of Greater Cincinnati’s fantastic neighborhoods, with an emphasis on 
the food scene. 

The Larder/The Market Pantry
Small-batch, artisan-made, farm-to-table packaged or prepared foods made in our area or 
produced with ingredients sourced or grown here. Or, ideas for easy seasonal recipes.

Edible Reads
Capsule reviews of three food- or beverage-related books, from newly released cookbooks 
(emphasizing seasonal, fresh, healthful recipes) to memoirs to how-to guides. 

Garden
Our regular Garden columnist introduces readers to growing techniques, new varieties, tools 
and implements, and trends to help them grow food at home. In addition, stories connect 
readers with other local gardeners and horticultural experts. The goal? To encourage more 
Ohio Valley residents to take up vegetable and herb gardening.

Food as Health
One of our newest columns. Our veteran healthcare writer focuses on rigorous science and 
data to explain the intersection between what we eat and our health. Plus, we spotlight food-
based health initiatives that are happening within our community’s health institutions.

Glocal
What does it mean to eat foods that are not grown or produced in our region? Glocal 
explores the foods we eat every day—like coffee and olive oil—and helps readers understand 
how those products get from far-away locations to their tables, so they can make smart, 
sustainable choices.

Last Word
An intimate, revealing Q&A with a notable Ohio Valley resident about food, cooking, and 
dining out.

FEATURES

Your Neighbor’s Table
A six-page section of delicious recipes focused on local and seasonal ingredients. Past Table 
columns have showcased winter squash, summer tomatoes, soups, sauces, drinks, and 
more. 

Homegrown
The centerpiece story of each issue focuses on a range of topics, from issues related to local 
food (like food pantries that deliver locally grown produce to low-income clients) to the people 
who grow and produce food for our tables (like a Q&A with local farmers).
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Partnerships & Collaborations
• Chefs Collaborative
• Slow Food Cincinnati
• Cincinnati Food Policy Council

Reader Engagement & Events
• Shindig (60-150 guests/quarter)
• Annual Community Dinner (200+ guests)

edibleohiovalley.com
• Integrated print and digital edition advertising
• Edible Ohio Valley monthly e-newsletter
• Online Dining Guide
• Community Events Calendar

awards & honors  outreach

Environmental Education Council of Ohio (EECO)
2014 – Publication of the Year Award

International Association Of Culinary Professionals 
(IACP), Burt Greene Awards for Journalism
2013 – NOMINATION Cultivators by Bryn Mooth

Greater Cincinnati Regional Chamber Association
2014 – WeWatch list of Woman-owned companies

Edible Communities – Eddy Awards

2014 WINNER – Best Use Of Recipes
Homemade, Handcrafted, and Heart-filled 
by Maria Chal

2013 NOMINATION – Best Illustration
Rare Finds by Reed DeWinter

2013 NOMINATION – Best Layout
Cornbread Communion by Sheri Castle

2012 WINNER – Best Use Of Recipes
Spring Eggs by Joanne Drilling

The James Beard Foundation

2011 WINNER – Publication Of The Year

Edible Ohio Valley events are partnerships with ongoing advertisers and supporters of the magazine.
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AAM Edible Community annual circulation audit 2015

Over 80+ magazines engaging 1.4 million influential food enthusiasts
US & Canada, national, or targeted areas given upon request

the edible community

praise for edible ohio valley

INTERNATIONAL, REGIONAL, OR HYPER-LOCAL

Edible Ohio Valley was leading a trend when they started reporting and highlighting the Ohio valley’s 
local food culture in 2010. Walhill Farm has been an enthusiastic supporter and devotee from the 
beginning. The quality of their readership and events guarantees EOV to be the best advertising 
resource in my marketing strategy.    
 Peter Hillenbrand – Walhill Farm

“Your articles – and even advertisements have opened my eyes to many people, places, and 
foods. I have made some positive changes in my life based on information I discovered in Edible.  
For example, I now drink Snowville Creamery milk after reading an article about their company in 
your magazine. “
 —Kate Kampman, Dietetic Intern at The Christ Hospital  

“How encouraging it is to me to see taking shape right before my eyes the sort of food revolution I 
envisaged 20 years ago. Bless you all.”
 —Gene Logsdon, Author, Visionary, and Ohio Farmer

edible ohio valley

edible louisville

edible columbus

edible clevelandedible michiana

edible indy
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Prices are guaranteed for recurring and continuous contracts. Advertising in Edible does not constitute editorial coverage.

SPRING
MAR  1
MAR 15
FEB 1

SUMMER
JUNE  1
JUNE 15
MAY 1

FALL 
SEPT  1
SEPT 15
AUG 1

WINTER
DEC  1
DEC 15
NOV 1

IMPORTANT DATES
ISSUE RELEASE:

ON NEWS STANDS:
AD DEADLINE:

  COVERS     1x     4x
• Back Cover $4,025 $3,620

• Inside Covers $3,450 $3,100

  INTERIOR PAGES

• Full Page $2,875 $2,580

• Half Page $1,725 $1,550

• Third Page $1,035 $930

• Quarter Page $920 $830

• Eighth Page $460 $415

• Dining Guide - Invitation Only (35 words + logo) Annual only $920

   WEBSITE

• Ads run quarterly with new issues. Cost per quarter. $460

   REGIONAL RATES 

• Regional Marketing Plans Available
(Edible Communities in 80+ regions in the US and Canada)

upon request

   SPECIAL INSERTS 

• Cover wrap/tip-on, tear out, foldout, blow-ins upon request

  SOCIAL MEDIA / ONLINE CALENDAR / WEB BANNER

• Promotion of special events and programs included with ad

  MONTHLY E-NEWSLETTER

• logo + link in sponsorship section of email $150/email

1/2 page
vertical

1⁄8 page

1⁄8 page

1⁄4 page

1/4 page

1/2 page
horizontal 

1⁄8 page

1⁄8 page

1⁄3 page
square

1⁄3
page
vert.

1⁄3 page
square

2016-2017 RATE CARD

dining guide



CONTACT
Amy Paul or Julie Kramer
PO Box 355
Cincinnati, OH 45174
513.297.0810 
edibleohiovalley.com/advertise


